ANNEX 1. CPC Driver and CPC Manager Models

The UK is continuing to use a format similar to those issued by the EU.

Model of Driver Qualification Card is attached below

Information about how to obtain a Driver CPC Card is published on gov.uk.

Cards are sent by DVSA.

https://www.gov.uk/become-lorry-bus-driver/after-youve-qualified
Driver Qualification Card (DQC)

What does a DQC look like: below are examples of a GB DQC. Though EU DQC’s may look cosmically different, the design and fields are identical.

Front

1. Surname
2. First name(s)
3. Date and place of birth
4a. Issue date of DQC
4b. Expiry date of DQC
4c. Issuing authority
4d. Administrative number. Only used for EUEEA or Swiss licence holders.
5a. GB driving licence number
5b. Issue number
7. Signature
9. Highest categories covered by DQC

Back

9. All categories for which Driver CPC qualification is held
10. Expiry date of Driver CPC qualification for category shown in section 9

The number shown in the bottom right corner of the card is the DQC number.